Suicide Bombers Attack Pakistan Army Base Near Afghan Border

JALALABAD - Some five militants of Islamic State (IS) were killed and four others wounded during an operation launched by Afghan security forces in the country's southeastern Khost province, an official said on Saturday.

The operation was carried out in the Jangalay district of the Khost province, according to an official of the Afghan intelligence agency.

It said that security forces using drones captured the IS militants in the operation.

The group has staged multiple attacks in Pakistan because it wants to establish its significant religious and military bases in the Islamic Republic, the Taliban fighters and their affiliates.

The group has staged attacks in Pakistan.

ANA Soldier Dies in Samangan Collision

AIBAK - One Afghan National Army (ANA) soldier was killed and five others wounded during a traffic accident in the northern province of Jalalabad, an official said today.

A traffic collision killed a soldier and injured five others in the northern capital.

He said the driver of the passenger vehicle had escaped from the area but his cleaner was arrested by police as part of their investigation.

ToloNews Wins Prestigious AFP Kate Webb Award

KABUL - Afghan TV news channel ToloNews has won the 2015 Overseas Reporter of the Year award at the 2015-2016 Fréquences Press Awards.

For its consistently fearless reporting of one of the world’s most dangerous regions, ToloNews’ Kate Webb was named as the winner of the 2015-2016 award.

It said in a statement sent to reporters that the Pakistan army camp was targeted because it was a detention and torture center for capturing Taliban fighters and their relatives.

The group has staged attacks in Pakistan.

The school for the deaf has been operated by the Afghan government in the province, which is located in the southeastern Khost province.

A teacher at the school, Abul Hakim, was killed along with six other children with a child in an explosive device that was planted in their car.

The injured were evacuated to the provincial hospital, said an official of the Afghan government.

The group has staged multiple attacks in Pakistan.

The driver of the passenger vehicle had escaped from the area but his cleaner was arrested by police as part of their investigation.

Outlook Horoscope

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)

You're more likely project your fantasies onto others than being projected onto by them. As others' eyes pierce into magical mirror of life, everything could look warped to you. You're not prepared for the new outcome as tripled Mercury harmonies with shock Uranus. A single stroke of genius reveals the truth, breaks the glass casing and shrugs off illusions.

Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20)

If you're under stress, you may approach school in a momentary flash of awareness today. As irregular Mercury-Uranus interaction plays the brain game, it's all too easy to lose sight of reality. Every dream is a silver lining, today's brilliant Mercury-Uranus timeframes hold the keys of innovation that enable you to escape from your self-created situation.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You may be moving from a situation where your excessive enthusiasm and unlimited self-esteem is restrained honestly recently got the best unsupervised run. This is a rare moment twice before晓 considering financial issues, at least make sure that your expenditures don't exceed your income. Every dream is a silver lining, today's brilliant Mercury-Uranus timeframes hold the keys of innovation that enable you to escape from your self-created situation.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

You are quite the smooth operator today and may have a magic touch for inspiring inconspicuous people to work together. If you're no longer trying to impress anyone, you can be much more confident in your ability to make things happen. You can take your nomination to your job. Don't trust your intellect alone, demonstrating your emotional IQ enables you to smooth over a situation with ease by appealing to your assumptions about your friends. Reassess your social relationships with an objective eye, even if you must reduce someone's role in your life.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Sky may be golden, but you probably wouldn't find any quiet time today as your busy schedule gets even busier. It's a good idea to rethink your commitment, you're not the only one interested in your time. You need to find your way back home. Nevertheless, the emotionally-sensitive Mercury-Moon may challenge your assumptions about your friends. Reassess your social relationships with an objective eye, even if you must reduce someone's role in your life.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

It is a good idea to get your workday on track and, thankfully, the intellectual resources to accomplish your goals. It may be frustrating to realize that your recent judgment was not your best, but the crafty Mercury-Uranus timeframes offer you radical alternatives to your current trajectory.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

If you feel lost in unfamiliar physical or psychological territory, the brilliance of a Mercurian mind may be too much for the one in need. You need to find your way back home. Nevertheless, the emotionally-sensitive Mercury-Moon may challenge your assumptions about your friends. Reassess your social relationships with an objective eye, even if you must reduce someone's role in your life.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

This is a good idea to get your workday on track and, thankfully, the intellectual resources to accomplish your goals. It may be frustrating to realize that your recent judgment was not your best, but the crafty Mercury-Uranus timeframes offer you radical alternatives to your current trajectory.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Although it really does take a village, sometimes there are differences of opinion among the residents that make progress difficult. It may be frustrating to realize that your recent judgment was not your best, but the crafty Mercury-Uranus timeframes offer you radical alternatives to your current trajectory.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

If you feel lost in unfamiliar physical or psychological territory, the brilliance of a Mercurian mind may be too much for the one in need. You need to find your way back home. Nevertheless, the emotionally-sensitive Mercury-Moon may challenge your assumptions about your friends. Reassess your social relationships with an objective eye, even if you must reduce someone's role in your life.

Pieces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Your heightened sensitivity enables you to see your position in better perspective, others are thinking today. A combination of Mercury-Uranus aspects extends your intellectual antennae into the 10th House of Political Status, enhancing your instincts and your ability to look for new opportunities. It's a good idea to contribute original ideas that will impact your place in the world. Thankfully, you're working with a full range of intellectual connections today.